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1 . A sentence tells a complete idea .      I drew a picture of two horses.

 Fill in the circle if the words make a sentence .

a)   An old woman and a little girl.        b)   The music is too loud.

2 .  The subject of a sentence tells who or what the sentence is about .      
The whale swims away.

 Underline the subject in each sentence .

 a) A toad jumps into the pond.         b) Clouds move across the sky.

3 . Write the sentence . Correct the mistakes .

 the sky is full of stars

 ___________________________________________________________

1 .  A noun names a person, place, or thing .   friend   schoolyard    button
 
  Circle the people in red . Circle the places in blue .  

Circle the things in green . 

 school      mother      bike      town      John      toy      table      doctor        

2 . Write the correct word or words .

 Linda’s hair is __________________________ than Pat’s hair.
          longer          the longest

3 .   A plural noun names more than one person, place, or thing .  
Make the nouns plural by adding s .

 a) cat: ___________   b) book: ___________   c) game: _____________
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1 .  A hole is something you dig in the ground . 
 Whole means “all of something .”

 Write the correct word—hole or whole .

 Samantha ate the __________________ muffin. 

2 . Synonyms are words that have the same meaning .  big – large
 Circle the synonym for the bold word in the sentence .

 The race will start soon.  end begin   win

3 . Find the mystery word that answers both riddles .

 • You put me on a finger.
 • This is what you do to a doorbell.       Mystery word: r ____ ____ ____
 

1 . Answer the riddle with a word that has the long a sound .

 This is what hockey players do.  s k ____ ____ ____

2 .  A contraction is a short form of two words .    do not     don’t                                                           
An apostrophe ( ’ ) takes the place of the letters that are left out .

 Write the correct contraction for each set of words . 

 a) is not: ___________  b) can not: __________  c) will not: ___________

3 . A compound word is made of two smaller words .  lady + bug = ladybug
 Make two compound words from the words below .

 sun      ship      set      space

 ___________________________________________________________
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FRIDAY • Writing Prompts
Week 1

Pretend you are 100 years old!  
Draw a picture of what you will look like .

Where will you live?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

How will you spend your time?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Here are some interesting facts about me when I am 100 years old:

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

  My writing makes sense .
   I used capital letters where needed .  
  I put the correct mark at the end of each sentence .
  My picture is neat and colourful .


